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Despite a difficult couple of years with COVID-19, we have continued to focus on reading and books being 
at the centre of our curriculum. BCA have continued to provide a rich, book focussed curriculum which has 
enabled our pupils to continually develop. Our lessons and themed events have not stopped due to school 
closure, allowing our children to still be fully engaged with reading.  

What has taken place since September 2021: 

Teaching and learning:  
 Medium term plans are being used across the school to develop the progression of reading skills  
 Phonic and comprehension lessons.  

o EYFS and KS1 daily phonic lessons 
o Year 1 comprehension lesson at least 3 times a week.  
o Years 2-6 daily Comprehension lessons and phonic interventions as needed.  

 New topic books chosen to match English genres to support children’s writing. Books chosen are to 
excited and engage children to reconnect with writing with the aim of achieving at least 60% ARE by the 
end of this academic year.  

 New books have been planned in to the Humanities MTP’s to support children in gaining knowledge 
within their History and Geography topics.  

 All year groups have been asked to include a Science specific text to support cross-curricular links as 
well as a text to support their Humanities lessons (Geography or History). 

 Additional phonic decodable books have been purchased for EYFS and KS1. With all children in 
Reception through to year one being given the appropriate phonic decodable book.  

 DEAR time has continued and incorporates independent reading for pleasure.  
 School library has reopened for children to visit during school time and borrow books. (timetabled 

weekly) 
 Reading Egg logins provided for all Pupil Premium children and those children who require additional 

support.  
 Links with comprehension and phonics have been developed in year 1 to support children with early 

reading and understanding.  
 Continuously developing links with reading and writing – this has been further developed with the new 

structure of English. 
o Selecting appropriate texts to support writing genres 
o Weekly vocabulary 
o Taking imagination and creativity from books and implementing in to their writing.  
o Talk for writing 

 All classes have allocated daily readers to ensure regular reading and gaps are filled.  
 
Assessment:  
 From years 1 – 6 all children have been Benchmarked to assess their current reading level. Currently, it 

has shown that many children have continued to progress. A tracking grid has been created to show the 
progression from Autumn to Summer.  

 EYFS and KS1 have carried out informal phonic assessments. 
 Phonics Tracker has been rolled out for EYFS – year 3 as well as any children who require this from 

Year 4 and above.  
 
Additional 
 Continued to develop a reading culture and a love of books across the school. 
 Achievement assemblies continued to celebrate amazing and outstanding readers.  
 Supporting and training of ECT’s and new starters with comprehension and phonics planning/teaching– 

this will continue throughout the year. 
 Virtual Library has gone live on the BCA website. 
This has been created to further support a love for reading by providing a range of books from various 
genres. When visiting the virtual library, children will find a selection of book cases with pictures of front 
covers. These have been broken down in to different themes; for example, empathy, black lives matter, 
feelings and emotions. The covers are then linked to different authors or famous individuals who are 
reading the books. We have also added an additional book case for the budding authors from BCA. We 
have encouraged children to write their own stories/books, edit and improve them and to then create their 
own illustrations. These will then be published on to our library.  



 Reading vending machine has been ordered as a creative way and an incentive to encourage more 
children to develop a love for reading. Teachers to choose someone who they think has tried really hard 
and progressed. These children will then receive a token and choose a book from the machine to keep.  

 Author visits: Lucy Strange booked for November and James Cambell booked for March 2022. 
 

Next steps:  
 Continue to develop a reading culture and a love of books across the school.  
 Continue to make reading a high-profile subject for the school. 
 To secure progression across all reading skills – aiming for 70% of children to meet end of year 

expectations by the end of the year.  
 Audit current Letters and Sounds scheme and research new phonic schemes to ensure it matches new 

government guidance.   
 To continue to work with English Lead to close the gap between reading and writing.  
 To work with EYFS/KS1 – letters and sounds: 

o Interventions for lowest students. 
o Practise phonics screening (year 1) – especially for those children who have missed out on vital 

lessons. 
o Monitor appropriate levelled books to match phonics ability. 

 Monitor of reading records to ensure children are being read with in school and at home.  
 Monitor comprehension books/lessons across the school to ensure gaps are being filled, MTP’s objects 

are being covered as well as challenging higher ability children. 
 Monitor Spring 1 Benchmarking data as well as Aumtum 2 NFER tests to identify progression and those 

children who may need further support to fill the gaps.  
 To provide a small year group budget for teachers to use to revamp their classroom reading corners. To 

then run a school competition. 
 Dependent on current situation with Thameside theatre, and possibility of relocating – book classes to 

visit Grays Library.  
 Introduce book trollies back outside for children to read at break and lunch. 
 Train junior librarians to support during lunch/before/after school.  
 Carry out pupil questionnaire to identify children’s thought to reading within school.  

 


